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	The official site of Seine-et-Marne tourism ! Discover breathtaking castles (Fontainebleau, Vaux le Vicomte, Champs-sur Marne, Ferrières-en-Brie...), and feel the mysterious atmosphere of its forests and gardens (Fontainebleau, Jardin Bossuet...), discover impressive medieval architecture in the medieval town of Provins, Blandy-les-Tours castle, enjoy warm hosting in Gîte de France self-catering accommodations and B&B, and in independent hotels, taste regional specialties in one of numerous gastronomic restaurant. Click here to view the site map!
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Less than an hour away from Paris, enthusiastic locals will help you explore the Seine-et-Marne like you have never seen it before…
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	Click here to discover the unmissable events and happenings that will soon take place in Seine-et-Marne. Music and art lovers, gourmets, history buffs and thrill-seekers will be delighed!
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Useful Links
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Read trip advisor recommendations about seine-et-marne so you can make the most out of your time while you are here.
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Free reverse phone lookup UK if you are getting unknown phone calls and want to know who is calling.
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Read reviews about Seine-et-Marne Gites on
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	Search here
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Seine et Marne Tourisme - 11 rue Royale - 77300 Fontainebleau - France

Phone: +33(0)1 60 39 60 39 - Fax: +33 (0)1 60 39 60 40 - contact us
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